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Scorecard
1. Value Proposition

Points

a) Novelty of the solution

15 / 15

b) Market fit/demand

12 / 15

c) Target Market Size

8 / 10

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s)

7 / 10

e) Integrations & Partnerships

5 / 15

Total Points - Value Proposition

47 / 65

2. Tokeneconomics

Points

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities?
b) Is the token sufficiently distributed?

9 / 10
15 / 15

c) Is the issuance model able to improve the coordination of the protocol?

8 / 10

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?

4 / 10

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade?

2/5

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases?

4 / 10

Total Points - Tokenomics

42 / 60

3. Team

Points

a) Is the team credible and public? (No, Partly, Yes & Anon, Yes & Public)

14 / 15

b) Does the team have relevant experience?

10 / 10

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate?
d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?

5/5
10 / 10
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Total Points - Team

39 / 40

4. Governance

Points

a) Admin Keys

17 / 20

b) Extent of Governance capabilities

10 / 15

c) Active Governance contributors

5/5

d) Governance infrastructure

10 /10

e) Robustness of Governance process

10 / 10

Total Points - Governance

52 / 60

5. Regulatory

Points

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability?

N/A

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction?

N/A

Total Points - Regulatory

N/A

Total

181 / 225

1. Value Proposition
The Value Proposition section describes the value a protocol delivers to its users. Based on the proportion of the
problem the protocol aims to solve and the potential of the protocol to effectively solve the problem - better than other
industry solutions - a Value Proposition rating is created.

a) Novelty of the solution (15 points)
This score evaluates the novelty (uniqueness) of the protocol. Has the protocol introduced any new innovations that
help solve user's problems more efficiently? Is the project a fork? To what extent did they copy/fork the original?
Answer:
CowSwap Exchange is the first trading interface built on top of CoW protocol, and the newly formed CowDAO with
$COW token has the ability to govern over CoW protocol, formerly Gnosis v2 protocol.
CoW protocol is a meta DEX aggregator which matches trades via batch auctions or from on-chain liquidity sources AMMs or DEX aggregators, depending on which path offers the best price. Before searching for the best price path
on-chain, the CoW protocol first seeks for “Coincidence of Wants”(CoWs) within the existing batch for the possibility to
offer even better prices for trades.
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(source: CoW protocol docs)
CoWs are settlements that share liquidity across all orders with matching limit prices. The protocol uses batch
auctions as a core mechanism to facilitate CoWs and ring trades. Since the protocol doesn't need on-chain liquidity for
batch trades, it's able to offer users:
●
●
●

Better prices - if solvers don't find p2p trade, protocol leverages other liquidity sources to find the most
optimal price
Gas fee optimization - orders are placed off-chain and are not immediately executed, but collected and settled
in batches
MEV protection - beside CoWs matching, traders are protected from MEV with Flashbots Protect RPC and the
Eden Network

Instead of using a central operator or a constant function market maker to determine trade settlements, CoW protocol
uses solvers. Solvers are parties in CoW batch auctions that compete with each other in order to provide the most
optimal batch settlement solution. Protocol rewards each solver that provides successful batch settlement solutions
with tokens. Anyone can become a solver, but there are certain requirements. One of the requirements for solvers, in
order to receive rewards from trading fees, is staking.
CoW protocol smart contract architecture allows the protocol to work with off-chain orders submitted via signed
transactions.
CowSwap (Cow protocol) is the first and currently, the only exchange that leverages batch auction and related barter
trading techniques such as Coincidence-of-Wants (CoW) and Ring Trades for decentralized exchange optimization.
Protocol introduced technical innovations by developing a whole set of mechanisms for decentralized exchange
without intermediaries. The protocol also introduces organizational innovation by combining the already mentioned
mechanisms with exchange optimization programs - solvers. Thus incorporated DEX works without the need for
liquidity providers, but the protocol was created as a hybrid DEX model so that in case of an inability to find a solution
for the required exchange, the protocol can switch to aggregator mode and search for a solution on-chain over Defi
market.
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(source: Cow protocol medium)

CowSwap is a unique protocol that introduced technical and organizational innovation.
Score: 15

b) Market fit/demand (15 points)
This score evaluates the degree to which the protocol satisfies a strong market demand. The market fit evaluates if
the protocol is able to satisfy the needs of a specific market (can also be measured by user adoption/ #of users). To
what extent has the protocol proven to meet the demand of a specific market? Is the timing of the product right for the
market? Is the protocol targeting the right market?
Answer:
Cow protocol as meta DEX aggregator with economic mechanisms such as batch auctions, Coincidence-of-Wants,
ring trades, and smart contract infrastructure that allows traders gasless swaps. In case the protocol's "barter system"
fails to find an optimal path for exchange, the Cow protocol acts as an on-chain DEX aggregator and finds the most
optimal prices on the market. Cow protocol has 61,727 unique traders, on average 300 daily traders in the last 7 days,
and on the protocol was so far traded with 2465 different tokens. The figure below shows the ratio between new and
old users:
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(source: Dune Analytics)
From the daily active traders' chart is visible the downward trend in May, but in this downward trend, the number of
new users decreases more than old users, which indicates that CowSwap has a base of regular (loyal) users.
As CowSwap does not have its own liquidity but functions as a barter exchange, in the case solvers cannot find an
optimal route for the trade, the protocol acts as a meta aggregator and uses all on-chain liquidity markets (AMMs and
DEX aggregators). The image below shows the liquidity protocols most commonly used by CowSwap:

(source: Dune Analytics)
CowSwap, except for its own protocol, in the last 6 months most used Uniswap, 1inch, and 0x API. 1inch and 0x APIs
obviously have the most efficient on-chain trading optimization programs, while Uniswap is by far the largest DEX with
the largest number of liquidity pools, however it should be noted that Uniswap team members are among the most
active contributors to the CowSwap according to Github.
It is expected that the further development of decentralized finance will affect the on-chain environment in a way that
will keep getting more complex. The increased complexity is also likely to increase the demand for aggregators that
will probably work as UI with an advanced route optimization algorithm, and AMMs that serve as backend.
The protocol has achieved market fit in a promising market. But, the score is lower by -2 because the protocol doesn't
have a significant share of the user base compared with the rest of the DEX market. Additional -1 on score because
CowSwap protocol needs a larger user base in order to increase batch auction off-chain trading usage which at the
moment seems quite difficult (competition). Uniswap and 1inch are dominant protocols largely because of
well-developed branding but represent ideal candidates for CowSwap integration.
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Score: 12

c) Target market size? (10 points)
The target market size evaluates the current and future size of the problem the protocol is aiming to solve. The
category of the Open Finance solution can be used as a reference to the target market (for example: Lending).
Because Open Finance is by definition global, the global market for a specific problem equals the target market size.
Answer:
CowSwap target market size is limited to Ethereum and Gnosis Chain trading volume which is ~$91.4b, monthly.
Aggregators have a 21.1% share of overall DEX volume which is ~$19.76b on weekly basis and represent an
obtainable protocol target market. The table below shows a relationship between target market types (TAM, SAM, and
SOM) for different time-period (short, medium, and long term) with potential CowSwap target market capture:
Time-interval / target market

TAM

SAM

SOM

Short-term

Ethereum DEX market

Ethereum DEX market

DEX Aggregators volume

Medium-term

EVM compatible chains

EVM compatible chains

Ethereum DEX market

Long-term

Global exchange system

Global exchange system

Defi DEX market

The score is lower by -2 because CowSwap protocol is limited on only 2 chains - Ethereum and Gnosis and at this
moment it's present some limitation.
Score: 8

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s) (10 points)
This score evaluates the competitiveness of the protocol within the market sector(s) it operates in. This score offers a
relative comparison of the protocol and other protocols operating in the same market sector(s). To evaluate this,
metrics to directly compare with the competition can be used (e.g. TVL, trading volume, number of users).
Answer:
Defi DEX sector is highly competitive with AMMs and DEX aggregators that have a lot of different functionalities and
incentive models. CowSwap belongs to the category of meta DEX aggregator which means that when batch auctions
become sub-optimal, CowSwap uses APIs from all liquidity sources, including AMMs and DEX aggregators. An only
significant competitor to Cow protocol in that field is Metamask Swap - meta DEX aggregator feature built-in
Metamask wallet.
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Meta DEX aggregators compared:

Meta aggregator

Daily volume weekly average

Cumulative Volume

Unique traders

Cumulative swaps

CowSwap

$29,969,617

$11,523,456,871

61,850

303,363

MetaMask

$28,279,892

$20,788,579,057

1,251,138

2,132,806

(source: Dune Analytics)
Although Metamask Swap has a higher number of unique users, cumulative number of swaps and volume, CowSwap
had higher average daily volume in last 7 day. Metamask Swap involves a lot of speculation about a possible $MASK
airdrop, but it is also an advantage in a large user base which Metamask has as the most used wallet for Ethereum
and EVM compatible chains.
Comparing CowSwap with DEX aggregators by counting only the top layer volume per transaction:

(source: Dune Analytics)
CowSwap (Gnosis protocol) by counting only top layer volume per transaction has function as one of the top
alternatives in DEX aggregators market segment. The clear leader in that market is a 1inch exchange.
The score is lower by -3 because CowSwap isn't users' first choice as DEX aggregator interface although batch
auctions are currently the most optimal solution when it comes to Ethereum gas fee cost.
Score: 7

e) Integrations & Partnerships (15 points)
Due to crypto’s open-source nature, the code of most protocols can easily be forked. This score represents a piece of
“unforkable value”. Some indicators to look at are the number of applications built on top of the protocol (vertical
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integration), other entities integrating the protocol's services (horizontal integration) or the number of relevant
partnerships (be careful of logo collections/ partnerships without much purpose).
Answer:
CowSwap (Cow protocol) has horizontal integration with Balancer AMM, and one protocol build on top of CowSwap
(vertical) - Mesa DEX built by DxDAO. DXDAO is the only official CowSwap partnership.
CowSwap as meta aggregator uses API from all on-chain trading protocols (AMMs and DEX aggregators) on
Ethereum.
Cow protocol has only two integrations, and one of the integrations (vertical) is built by partner protocol DXDAO.
Given the potential of the Cow protocol with the solutions it offers, a much larger number of integrations is expected.
The score is 5 because the Cow protocol with the given architecture needs to focus on a business model in which
integrations play a more significant role and produce a portion of the revenue from that. CowSwap can be integrated
on every AMM and DEX aggregator, and possible horizontal integration with Uniswap or Sushiswap looks like a great
scenario.
Score: 5

2. Tokeneconomics
The Tokeneonomics section assesses the function of a protocol's token. This includes the token distribution,
functionalities of the token, the ability of the token to incentivize positive behaviour in the protocol, and the ability of
the token to capture a portion of the value created.

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities? (10 points)
Is the token useful within the protocol? Does the token allow the holders to participate in governance or influence the
protocol in any way? Does it serve any other purposes?
Answer:

The COW token has several utilities:
●
●
●
●

Participation in governance (only vCOW)
Trading fee discount
Incentive rewards for solvers based on their performance
Incentives for liquidity providing and other activity in protocol interest (affiliate, grants, and other)

COW tokens are deeply implemented in protocol economics and governance. As an incentive tool for exchange
optimization, the token plays an important role in the functioning of the protocol, and the splitting of tokens into vCOW
(non-transferable) and COW (transferable, exchangeable) definitely has a positive impact on governance over
CowDAO.
The score is lower by -1 because currently, tokens produce only supply-side revenue, in other words, the fee generated
by the protocol is used only to incentivize solvers. Regardless of the fact that solvers are currently a priority due to
competitiveness, a certain part of the earnings should be directed to the DAO treasury.
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Score: 9

b) Is the token sufficiently distributed? (15 points)
The token distribution can be an indicator of a healthy protocol. When the protocol tokens are widely distributed
among different stakeholder groups and contributors, this genuinely improves the coordinating capability of the token
and strengthens the resiliency of the protocol. Was the initial distribution balanced between relevant stakeholders?
Are the tokens distributed over sufficient participants (10, 25, 100 largest addresses)?
Answer:
vCOW is launched in February 2022 as a governance and non-transferable token in beginning and it is left to the token
holders whether making the token transferable complies with applicable laws. In the image below can be seen the
initial allocation of the COW token:

(source: Gnosis forum)
Gnosis DAO (10%) -5% of this allocation will be vested to Gnosis DAO over four years and 5% will be allocated to
Gnosis DAO with the intent to be distributed to GNO holders that commit to locking their GNO.
Retroactive airdrop (10%) - reward to Cowswap’s early users 5% and GNO token holders who already contributed
significantly to the success of the CoW Protocol.
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External investors and partners (10%) - include VCs, angels, market makers, and integration partners.
Community investment (10%) - for early adopters 5% and GNO token holders 5%.
Team (15%) - with 4 years linear vesting period with no cliff.
CowDAO treasury (44.4%) - will be controlled by the community for rewarding future ecosystem contributions.
The COW token is fairly distributed with a focus on the GnosisDAO community which get a 10% allocation of the total
supply and the option to invest an additional 10%. Gnosis DAO as a product creator offers its own community to invest
in the protocol as an alternative to public sale, which can be an indication that they want to CowSwap become a
community-owned protocol.
Considering that CowSwap is a product of Gnosis DAO, the initial COW allocation deserves the maximum score.
Allocation is well-balanced, community-focused, and effectively aligns stakeholders for the betterment of the protocol.

Score: 15

c) Is the issuance/distribution model able to improve the
coordination of the protocol? (10 points)
To what extent does the issuance of the token support the advancement and function of the protocol? Are the tokens
justifiably being issued? Does the issuance model incentivize the right behaviour? Are all relevant stakeholders
benefiting from the issuance model?
Answer:
vCOW is launched in February 2022 as a governance and non-transferable token in beginning and it is left to the token
holders whether making the token transferable complies with applicable laws.
vCOW to COW has a vesting period of over 4 years, provided that vCOW may be used as governance voting power but
if the governor swap vCOW to COW they lose governance power.

(source: Cow protocol Medium)
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The score is lower by -2 because CowSwap user has a trade-off - participate in governance or use token for trading
and other activities. But overall issuance token model incentivizes the right behavior and improves protocol
Score: 8

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?
(10 points)
A value accrual and distribution mechanism can help improve the utility of a token and its ability to be used as an
effective coordination mechanism. Does the protocol have mechanisms to distribute some of the value created to the
token holders?
Answer:
CowSwap protocol captures value by charging trading fees, but the protocol fee is currently switched off. Solvers are
incentivized as a very important part of CowSwap protocol because are responsible for finding the best price for the
user through batch auction. CowDAO governors can decide to change the distribution of protocol revenue, but at this
moment is important for protocol to increase the number of solvers and try to achieve a network effect and increase
the user base. With a larger users base, the batch auction method can enable more possible trades and with that more
revenue.
The only way to distribute value to token holders at this moment is an 80% discount on trading fees and solvers
incentives.
The score is lower by -5 because protocol revenue is directed only for protocol supply-side (solvers) and the value
distribution mechanism is very limited.
Score: 4

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade? (5
points)
Is the token widely available and is there sufficient liquidity available to facilitate all protocol functionalities?
Answer:

COW token has most of its DEX liquidity on Balancer - ~$14,750 with a daily volume of ~$5,669 and Uniswap ~$12,700 with a daily volume of~$5,200 when it comes to Ethereum. On Gnosis chain COW token is liquid on Swapr ~$12,000 with a daily volume of ~$3000 (two pairs COW/WETH and COW/GNO). As far as centralized exchange
offices are concerned, COW is liquid on MEXC Global, CoinEx, Bitget, and BKEX, and according to data from Coingecko,
the token has a higher volume on them. however, all centralized exchange offices have a low trust score and are not
shown a level of liquidity.
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(source: CoinGecko)
COW token has a very low level of liquidity, provided that an LP staking program is in progress on Balancer and Swapr,
so it is questionable how much liquidity the token would have without the reward programs.

Score: 2

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases for the token? (10
points)
Besides the protocol’s value distribution model as described in 2. d), can the token be used productively on other
protocols (e.g. as collateral, for lending, LPing, yield farming, etc.)?
Answer:
COW token has extrinsic productivity through liquidity providing programs on Swapr (Gnosis chain) and Balancer
(Ethereum).
Swapr LP staking APY
●
●

COW/GNO
COW/WETH

Balancer LP staking APY on two pairs:
●
●

COW/GNO
COW/WETH

The token can only be used on two protocols for the limited time period.
Score: 4
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3. Team
The Team section describes the quality of the team behind the protocol. The current version of Prime Rating favours
teams that are publicly identifiable. In the case of an anon team, the track record of the specific anons involved can be
taken into account

a) Is the team credible and public? (15 points)
Are the identities of the core contributors and team publicly identified? In the case of anon team members, is there any
way to track their background/record?
Answer:

CowSwap team consists of Gnosis DAO team members who are highly credible and public. Gnosis team members
who became part of the CowSwap (CoW protocol) team (according to LinkedIn) are
Chen Magen - Business Development Lead, LinkedIn
David Sato - Senior Frontend Developer, LinkedIn
Felix Leupold - Technical Lead, LinkedIn
Haris Angelidakis - Researcher, LinkedIn
Alex Vinas Salles - Marketing Manager, LinkedIn
Benjamin Smith - Senior Data Engineer, LinkedIn
Justin Spahr-Summers - Coach and Consultant, LinkedIn
Christiane Ernst - Operations, LinkedIn
Anna George - Regional Manager for Asia Pacific, LinkedIn
The score is lower by -1 because isn’t clearly stated who from Gnosis team will work as CowSwap team member.
Score: 14

b) Does the team have relevant experience? (10 points)
Are there any documents or trails available to showcase the track record of the team? Do the team members have
relevant backgrounds and skill sets?
Answer:
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Since Cow protocol was the main Gnosis product (formerly Gnosis protocol v2) it is to be expected that the Gnosis
team will continue to develop the product or at least provide support to the part of the team redeployed to CowDAO.
Gnosis team has well-filled all work positions, which can be seen in the image below:

(source: Linkedin Gnosis profile)
The Gnosis team consists predominantly of engineers (30 team members), while other work positions are balanced
and count between 3 and 7 team members, i.e. human resources (7), Business development (5), Finance (3) and
Marketing (3).
On CowSwap Github profile is a visible activity in the last year:

(source: GitHub)
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CowSwap contributors on Github are mostly Uniswap team members - moodysalem, NoahZinsmeister, ianlapham,
and even Uniswap founder Hayden Adams.
Although it is not specified which members of the Gnosis team became the CowSwap team and probably will
CowSwap develop most of the Gnosis team, the most active team members are:
●
●
●

Felix Leupold - former Facebook developer
Anna George - has working experience as an Evaluation Specialist and Consultant
Benjamin Smith - Mathematician and Software Engineer with working experience in Grand City Property

●

(Software Engineer)
Alex Vinas Salles - experienced marketer, has working experience as a freelancer, currently also work as
Lecturer in DAO education

Gnosis is one of the best teams in the industry with skilled team members which have relevant experience.

Score: 10

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate? (5
points)
To what extent do the protocol contributors participate in the public debate around open finance? Are the team
members giving presentations, sharing their thoughts and opinions, and do they help raise the collective intelligence of
the industry?
Answer:
CowSwap team is a very active participant in the public discussions and debates about Defi, mostly about the MEV
topic. Below are some members of the Gnosis team who are not listed as members of the CowSwap team but their
presentations, interviews or panels are related to the Cow protocol:
Felix Lupold - Mission Defi, Cryptotesters, Epicenter podcast, MEV.wtf HackMoney, Flashbots, UncommonCore
Angel Rodriguez - ETH Denver - Building with CowSwap SDK
Anna George - Clemson Crypto Club
Alex Hermann - Flashbots
The team actively participates in the public debate and presentations as thought leaders.

Score: 5

d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?
(10 points)
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How effective is the team at attracting and coordinating resources for the benefit of the protocol? Has the team raised
sufficient funding or are there mechanisms in place to attract resources when needed?
Answer:
CowSwap is backed by Gnosis DAO - the largest yield-revenue earning DAO, which means that the protocol should
have no problem when it comes to financial resources.
According to Messari:
“The CoW protocol has raised $23 million via a token round. $15 million in USDC was raised in a private round which
included Blockchain Capital, Cherry Ventures, and Ethereal Ventures. The additional $8 million was raised from 5,000
members of its community. The raise was completed via the launch of a decentralized autonomous organization spun
out from the original GnosisDAO.”
Since Gnosis holds 10% of the COW token and the CowDAO team is formed exclusively of Gnosis members which get
a 15% COW token supply on initial allocation, it is expected that Gnosis DAO will play the main role in the development
of the Cow protocol. Gnosis DAO support can only be a positive thing from financial, development, and other
perspectives.
Score: 10

4. Governance
The Governance section evaluates how the protocol is governed and who the governors are. The different governance
functionalities and processes are evaluated to determine to what extent the Protocol will be able to self-govern in a
way that ensures the development of the protocols while respecting the needs of all current and future stakeholders.



a) Admin Keys (20 points)
Admin Keys allow some critical functionalities of a protocol to be controlled by an admin. This allows the developers
to react to potential bugs, but also creates a risk as the developers could potentially misuse the admin keys to exploit
the protocol. Does the protocol have admin keys and how are they managed?
Answer:
According to Cow protocol documentation: “ smart contracts have no admin key, and do not hold users' balances in
them, making them fully trustless and decentralized”, and according to DefiSafety(Crypto Wiki) “All the core executing
contracts are immutable. No pause control can be used on the GPv2/CowSwap core executing smart contracts due to
their immutability”.
On the other side CowDAO has a few multi-signature wallets:
●

CowDAO Gnosis Safe (3-out-of-5) is from Gnosis and Ethereum Chain. Signers are on the image below:
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(source: Gnosis Safe address)

CoW Grant Committee Gnosis Safe (5-out-of-7), consists of 3 CoWDAO team members and 4 CowDAO community
members, signers are listed on the image below:

(source: CowDAO Snapshot proposal)
GrantDAO Gnosis Safe (1-out-of-2), two signers are: CowDAO Safe and Grant Committee Safe:
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(source: Grant DAO Safe)
Protocol smart contracts are immutable and don't have admin keys, but CowDAO - an entity which governs over Cow
protocol has mentioned multi-signature wallets.
Score: 17

b) Extent of Governance capabilities (15 points)
Distributed governance allows the token holders to participate in the governance of open finance protocols. How
much influence does the governance mechanism have? Are the votes affecting on-chain changes or do they function
solely as signals to the team?
Answer:
Initial token distribution of the COW token was made in form of a custom-built non-transferable vCOW (virtual COW)
token which has a governance utility and only with vCOW is possible to vote on proposals. Therefore, in a governance
context, it refers exclusively to vCOW.
According to GIP-13 (Phase 2) from the Gnosis forum:
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(source: Gnosis forum)
Voting process takes place off-chain and voting results don't affect on-chain changes, but serves as a signal. On-chain
changes are implemented by multi-signature signers. Governors have some influence on changes over protocol but
currently is governance power a bit centralized.
The score is lower by -3 because governors don't have full control over DAO and an additional -2 because the
governor's voting doesn't affect on-chain changes directly.
Score: 10

c) Active Governance contributors (5 points)
Governance is a process that can be rather resource-intensive if executed well. To ensure good governance is
practiced by the protocol, it's important to have a sufficient number of governors allocate resources to the governance
process of the protocol. How many individuals participate in the debate around the protocol? How active are voters?
Answer:
From CowDAO Snapshot data, so far, 8 CIP (Cow Improvement Proposal) proposals have been put to the vote, with
CIP-8 currently underway. An average of 6271 governors participated in the first 7 CIPs and an average of 51m vCOW
tokens were used as voting power. There are 10,614 total vCOW holders on both chains (Ethereum - 752, Gnosis 9,862) which means that, on average, ~ 59% of governors are active in governance voting.
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The total available voting power is 325,669,667 vCOW, which means that on average ~15.6% vCOW voting power per
proposal is used.

(source: CowDAO Governance forum)
On, CowDAO governance forum it can be seen that are governors active in discussions, with a minimum of more than
5 governors per thread.
In the image below can be seen which threads have the most governors' activity:

(source: CowDAO Governance forum)
According to the most active threads, it can be seen that COW airdrop was the main topic, but more fundamental
topics like: “Long-term value capture” and “COW grants program” were also attracted lot activity.
CowDAO has an active and diverse group of governors with high voting participation of ~59%.
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Score: 5

d) Governance technology/infrastructure (10 points)
The Governance infrastructure relates to the technology, software, and models used by the protocol's governance.
Does the protocol have a reliable and usable voting mechanism? Are there channels for governance debate? Is there
sufficient documentation available?
Answer:
CowDAO uses the following infrastructure e in the governance process:
●
●
●
●
●

Discord
Governance forum
Snapshot
Gnosis Safe - CowDAO Multisigs
Zodiac - product suite for DAO Governance by Gnosis Safe

Documentation about the governance process and CIP(Cow Improvement Proposal) template is available on the
Governance forum.
The protocol has a reliable and useful governance infrastructure.
Score: 10

e) Robustness of Governance process (10 points)
This score requires documentation specifically on the governance process that sets the basic framework in terms of
agreements, norms, and language for governing the protocol and to create social consensus. Does the protocol have a
formal governance process? How robust is the governance process and does it promote good governance?
Answer:
The images below show the Cow DAO governance process and additional governance parameters:
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(source: CowSwap Governance forum)

(source: CowSwap Governance forum)
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The protocol has a clear and robust governance process with a high quorum threshold.
Score: 10

5. Regulatory
The Regulatory section describes the extent and quality of the regulatory environment that affects the Protocol. To be
able to guarantee functionality, security, and legality the protocol should comply with regulatory requirements, or limit
itself to facilitating services to users who are willing to operate outside of the traditional regulatory environment.

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability? (15 points)
Does the protocol have any form of legal accountability? Can users and partners hold the protocol accountable in case
of a breach of the agreement?
Answer:

No, CowDAO don't have any form of legal accountability, and here is a forum discussion about that. According to the
CowDAO participation agreement: “This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the
substantive laws of England & Wales without regard to conflict of laws principles but with the Hague Principles on the
Choice of Law in International Commercial Contracts hereby incorporated by reference.”

Score: N/A

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction? (10 points)
If the protocol has a legal entity, what is the quality of the jurisdiction the entity is established in? Will the jurisdiction
be able to facilitate the legal framework for the protocol to expand while remaining accountable.
Answer:
Protocol doesn't have legal jurisdiction, but on the participation agreement, it is stated that litigation will be resolved
under the laws of England and Wales.

Score: N/A
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